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The 13th Scottish Mental Health Arts Festival (SMHAF), led by the Mental 
Health Foundation, took place across Scotland from 3-26 May 2019. 
The nationwide programme featured around 300 events, encompassing 
film, theatre, literature, music, visual arts, dance and comedy, attracting 
total attendances of over 25,000. SMHAF aims to support the arts and 
challenge preconceived ideas about mental health. 

The theme for SMHAF 2019 was Connected. This was chosen collectively 
by our planning team, comprised of dozens of people working across 
Scotland to develop creative work exploring mental health. We wanted to 
celebrate the ways that SMHAF brings together established artists 
with people trying to find their creative voice, the different worlds 
of the arts, activism and healthcare, and between Scotland and 
international communities across the world. We wanted to recognise 
the importance of being Connected, especially in a year marked by social 
and political divisions that won’t easily heal. 

Speaking about this year's theme, Lee Knifton, Deputy Director and Head 
of Scotland at the Mental Health Foundation, and SMHAF co-founder, 
commented: “Since this festival began 13 years ago it has grown and 
thrived because of the connections it has made, between communities 
all across Scotland, between the arts and the public sector, and also with 
artists, filmmakers, activists, organisations and other festivals from all 
across the world. Those connections are authentic, deep-rooted and 
unique, and have taken a long time to build.”

The theme of Connected encapsulates the festival’s innovative approach. 
Programmed from the ground up by a network of regional co-ordinators 
all across the country, in combination with a film and theatre programme 
curated by the Mental Health Foundation, SMHAF connects with people 
that other arts festivals often struggle to reach. Represented strongly 
among our audiences and participants are people with lived experience of 
mental health issues, people from low income backgrounds, people from 
LGBTQ+ communities and people living in rural locations. This would not be 
possible without the festival’s unique co-production model, which has 
been replicated internationally by emerging arts festivals exploring mental 
health and related social justice issues.

INTRODUCTION

Image: Ingrid Mur



Electrolyte. Image: Joey Dawson

International Film Awards reception at CCA: Centre for Contemporary Arts. Image: Ingrid Mur
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Highlights

25,000 attendances

Around 300 events

24 days

11 regional programmes

10 International Film Awards

3 Writing Awards

3 supported theatre productions
Emma Pollock performing at the SMHAF 2019 Writing Awards. Image: Ingrid Mur



Aoise Tutty Jackson, Community Award

Victoria Thompson, Short Drama Award

Orlando von Einsidel, Anti-Stigma Award
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Tim Mercier, recipient of the Personal 
Narrative award and Grand Jury Prize

International Film Awards 

The Scottish Mental Health Arts Festival 2019 launched with the 
International Film Awards on Friday 3 May. Hosted by Alistair Harkness, 
film critic at The Scotsman, the ceremony took place at CCA: Centre for 
Contemporary Arts in Glasgow. The fully booked event was attended by an 
audience of 105. Awards presenters included representatives from funding 
partners, as well as arts and mental health organisations connected to the 
festival, including See Me Scotland, NHS Lothian, NHS Greater Glasgow 
& Clyde, Into Film Scotland and VOX Scotland. 

Selected from 337 submissions, 10 films were honoured at the 
International Film Awards, with 9 directors in attendance to accept their 
awards in person. Notable winners included Orlando von Einsiedel, an 
Oscar-winning director best known for The White Helmets and Virunga, 
whose film Evelyn won the Anti-Stigma award for its sensitive and 
emotional depiction of a family’s renewed attempt to come to terms with 
losing their brother to suicide. Director Iain Cunningham and producer 
Rebecca Mark-Lawson collected the Feature Documentary award for their 
critically acclaimed documentary Irene’s Ghost. The film follows follows 
Iain's journey as he seeks out the hidden truth behind his mother’s death 
and experiences with postpartum psychosis. 

Scottish titles recognised include the multi-award-winning We Are All 
Here, Hannah Currie’s short documentary depicting the Scottish hip-hop 
community as they rally together after the suicide of young rapper Lumo; 
and Herman Brown is Feeling Down, directed by Edinburgh-based 
animator Dan Castro, a colourful short about anxiety which resonates with 
young children and adults alike. Internationally, films were honoured from 
Australia, Canada, Ireland, the Netherlands and the USA; the award winners 
are listed in full below.

The International Film Awards concluded with the Grand Jury Prize, 
presented by Mark Rowland, Chief Executive of the Mental Health 
Foundation. The winning film, Model Childhood, explores director Tim 
Mercier’s personal experiences of childhood sexual trauma. Speaking after 
receiving the award, Mercier said: “It's a really homemade film, I didn't have 
the capacity to ask other people to help me make it professionally, so I just 
used the tools that were around me at home. I turned the camera to film 
myself…I thought…maybe I can make a film that can connect with 
other men like me who struggle to find a way of telling a story that 
is filled with shame and guilt, and needlessly so.”

CORE PROGRAMME

https://www.mhfestival.com/news/492-tim-mercier-awarded-smhaf-2019-grand-jury-prize
https://www.mhfestival.com/news/492-tim-mercier-awarded-smhaf-2019-grand-jury-prize
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"This festival is a rare thing – a seamlessly run event that creates caring, safe and welcoming environments 
in which filmmakers, mental health professionals and informed, curious or 'theme-invested' audiences can 
experience the thrilling and powerful film storytelling the festival programmes, then relax, discuss and share 
opinions and views with each other and the festival staff too who passionately believe in the power of film to 
communicate, heal and inspire, and also work tirelessly to make your festival experience a delightful one."

– Tim Mercier, Filmmaker and Grand Jury Prize winner

SMHAF 2019 Award Winning Films

ANIMATION
Herman Brown is Feeling Down, Dan Castro, UK, 6m

ANTI-STIGMA 
Evelyn, Orlando Von Einsiedel, UK, 95m

COMMUNITY
An Open Door, Aoise Tutty Jackson, Ireland, 15m

EXPERIMENTAL
On Exile, fragments in search of meaning, Jose Carlos Texeira, USA, 47m

FEATURE DOCUMENTARY
Irene’s Ghost, Iain Cunningham, UK, 79m

MID-LENGTH DOCUMENTARY
The Song and the Sorrow, Millefiore Clarkes, Canada, 44m

PERSONAL NARRATIVE & GRAND JURY PRIZE
Model Childhood, Tim Mercier, UK, 19m

SHORT DOCUMENTARY
We Are All Here, Hannah Currie, UK, 23m

SHORT DRAMA
I Love You, Victoria Thompson, Australia, 16m

VOICES OF EXPERIENCE
Asylum, Jefta Varwijk and Jaap Van Heusden, Netherlands, 23m

Image: Ingrid Mur
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“The facilitation of Q&A 
conversations is so vital 
and [at] SMHAF this 
is enhanced by your 
brilliant use of varied 
venues to engage so 
constructively with 
such a diverse and 
genuine audience." 

– Audience Member

“I was made so 
welcome and it was 
terrific to meet other 
filmmakers and artists 
and receive audience 
feedback. This is 
a really important 
festival, which opens 
up an honest dialogue 
regarding so many 
issues, surrounding 
mental health, raising 
awareness and shining 
a light in the most 
encouraging and 
heartfelt way.” 

– Kirsty Strain, 
Filmmaker

International Film Programme 

Film screenings took place over the bank holiday weekend following the 
International Film Awards, creating a hub of activity centred around film 
and mental health in Glasgow. Screenings were held at CCA: Centre 
for Contemporary Arts, Glasgow Film Theatre and Flourish House, 
a Clubhouse for people experiencing mental health problems. This 
diverse set of venues was valuable in reaching both new and established 
audiences, fostering dialogue between regular cinema audiences, industry 
representatives and mental health service users. The opening weekend 
attracted audiences of over 600, with the overall figure for official selection 
screenings reaching over 1,100. For all paid screenings aside from those 
cinemas with their own box office, we successfully trialled sliding scale 
ticket pricing, with tickets available from £0 to £8 on a pay what you can 
basis, ensuring that price was not a barrier for audiences.

Post-screening discussions and complementary activities were curated 
to support the screening programme. These included an object-handling 
session with The Open Museum’s Art Extraordinary collection, following 
the feature Eternity Has No Door of Escape, and an interactive session 
exploring mental health, stress and wellbeing with young people after the 
festival's first ever Family Shorts programme, led by Rachael Hood, Manager 
for Families, Children and Young People at the Mental Health Foundation. 
Taking place over the course of one day, We Are All Connected offered 
the opportunity for people, including emerging artists and screenwriters, to 
have a one-to-one conversation with a selection of attending filmmakers. All 
award-winners visiting the festival took part in post-secreening discussions, 
while other filmmakers involved in Q&As included  well-known Scottish 
actor and first-time director Kirsty Strain (Anna and the Apocalypse), 
US-based Portuguese video artist and researcher José Carlos Teixeira, 
and participatory filmmaker Lee McKarkiel.

Through our International Film Programme, SMHAF also supported 
the Scotland-wide release of Final Ascent: The Legend of Hamish 
MacInnes, including hosting four Q&A screenings with director Robbie 
Fraser at the CCA, Filmhouse, Edinburgh; Eden Court, Inverness; and An 
Lanntair, Stornoway. These screenings were co-presented with Luminate, 
Scotland’s creative ageing organisation, and also involved participation 
from Mountaineering Scotland (Edinburgh) and Creativity in Care 
(Inverness). The film explores the life of the renowned mountaineer, who 
lost his memory after an infection led to delirium, but was able to piece it 
back together using his films and books. The official selection programme 
also featured a presentation of An Artist’s Eyes by avant-garde director 
Jack Bond, at Grassmarket Community Project, Edinburgh, a social 
enterprise supporting vulnerable people, the vast majority of whom have 
experience with mental ill health..

SMHAF film poster at CCA. Image: Ingrid Mur



International Film Awards reception at CCA: Centre for Contemporary Arts. 
Image: Ingrid Mur

International Film Awards, Filmmakers L-R: Hannah Currie, Orlando von Einsiedel, Dan Castro, 
Victoria Thompson, Jose Carlos Teixeira, Rebecca Mark-Lawson, Tim Mercier, Jesper Varwikjk, Iain 
Cunningham. Image: Ingrid Mur

On Exile, fragments in search of meaning, clip showing at International Film 
Awards. Image: Ingrid Mur
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Key Statistics

20 events

6 venues

1,100+ attendances

38 titles screened

13 countries

4 continents

1 International premiere

1 European premiere

1 UK premiere

337 submissions
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Theatre Programme

The highlight of this year’s theatre programme was Electrolyte, winner of 
the Mental Health Fringe Award 2018. Electrolyte returned to Scotland at 
the Traverse Theatre on Tue 14 May, before dates at the Tron Theatre, 
in partnership with Mayfesto, from 15-18 May. The multi-award-winning 
production appeared at SMHAF as part of a tour of 31 venues across the UK & 
Ireland, supported by the Mental Health Foundation. Electrolyte is a thrilling 
piece of gig theatre, telling the story of a woman isolated from her friends 
by a psychotic episode and how she ultimately manages to reconnect with 
them. It received widespread critical acclaim during its original Fringe run, 
and a four-star review in The Herald during its SMHAF dates. 

SMHAF Associate Artist Emma Jayne Park curated Day of Failure, a 
day of conversations, activities and workshops that consider, question and 
reflect upon failure. Following facilitated discussions on what failure means 
and how we can talk about it, participants had the opportunity to take part 
in informal conversations with established theatremakers and performers 
Jo Clifford, Adam Kashmiry and Jenna Watt on the nature of failure. 
The day concluded with a sharing of work-in-progress Epic Fail, a dance-
theatre piece developed by Emma Jayne Park during a two-week residency 
at The Work Room at Tramway.

Emma Jayne Park also produced Holding It Together by Jassy Earl 
and Chloë Smith, which had its premiere at the festival. Developed from 
a work-in-progress piece showcased at SMHAF scratch night 5 Ways 
to Begin… in 2018, Holding It Together is an intimate, atmospheric and 
creative multidisciplinary performance, providing an intimate space for 
audience members to reflect on the feeling and evolving experience of 
grief. Performances took place at Platform, Glasgow from 30 May-1 June, 
reaching a total audience of 60.

“The stigma that 
suggests mental health 
problems are abnormal 
is not only damaging 
but it simply isn't 
true. Hearing different 
people's stories has 
been remarkable and 
the impact that the 
show has had on people 
is extraordinary. I can't 
wait to share this 
story further and to 
continue encouraging 
conversation around 
mental health.”

– James Meteyard, 
Director, Electrolyte

Holding It Together. Image: Mihaela Bodlovic

"I think the work is 
really important and it's 
such a generous thing 
to open up this space."

"For me it was a real 
thing of beauty. It’s 
pretty hard to call 
something perfect 
but I think it was. You 
managed to capture 
the feeling of fear 
and entrapment that I 
experience with grief 
as well as the absolute 
beauty of it too"

– Audience Feedback, 
Holding It Together

https://www.mhfestival.com/news/468-winner-announced-for-2018-mental-health-fringe-award
https://www.mhfestival.com/news/15-interview/482-james-meteyard-q-a
https://www.mhfestival.com/news/15-interview/482-james-meteyard-q-a
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Writing Awards 

The SMHAF Writing Awards, held in partnership with Bipolar Scotland, 
is one of the festival’s most enduring successes. This year’s event was the 
biggest to date, with a sold-out audience of 110 joining us in the beautiful 
setting of St George’s Tron Church, Glasgow. The ceremony was hosted 
by bestselling author Ian Rankin, who also contributed a foreword to the 
book featuring the winning writers. The evening opened with a performance 
by Emma Pollock, whose longstanding connection to the festival includes 
having an integral role in the groundbreaking music project The Fruit Tree 
Foundation. 

There were over 200 submissions to this year’s writing competition, a 
significant increase on last year. In light of the rise in quantity and quality 
of the submissions, 12 entries were shortlisted, including short stories, 
poetry, letters and blog entries, with 3 overall winners - all short stories 
- selected. The jury comprised Gordon Johnston and Alison Cairns from 
Bipolar Scotland, Andrew Eaton-Lewis from the Mental Health Foundation, 
journalist Kirstyn Smith and storyteller Lily Asch. 

The winning entries varied in style, exploring subjects including depression, 
love, abusive relationships, friendship, refugee experiences, and sexual 
identity, and focusing on the overall theme of Connected. They were 
collected in a book, also available online, and series of printed materials, 
including a bookmark and poster, designed by artist Josie Vallely. Printed 
copies were made available to all winning writers and everyone who 
attended the ceremony. 

Writing Awards winners, L-R: Benny Allen, Shirley Gillan, host Ian Rankin, Eilidh Clark. 
Image: Ingrid Mur

Writing Awards 2019

1ST PLACE
Shirley Gillan, Outside In

2ND PLACE
Eilidh Clark, Message in a Bottle

3RD PLACE
Benny Allen, Twenty Five, Vanilla 

Milkshake

“I think for me writing 
has always been a 
form of therapy – I just 
didn’t always realise…
I’m a great believer in 
the written word as a 
means of making sense 
of the world, coming to 
terms with the world, 
and transcending the 
everyday.”

– Ian Rankin

https://www.mhfestival.com/news/532-connected-writing-awards-2019-ebook
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70 Stories 

The Writing Awards ceremony also saw the launch of 70 Stories, an online 
project to celebrate the 70th anniversary of the Mental Health Foundation. 70 
Stories connects pieces from our writing competition, stories from 13 years 
of SMHAF, and more to create a compelling portrait of mental health in 2019. 
To date, the project has showcased many of the winning submissions from 
this year’s Writing Awards, as well as poetry, drama and creative non-fiction 
by established writers Jenny Lindsay, Julia Taudevin and Jo Clifford. 
The project is ongoing during 2019 and new entries will be published on the 
festival’s website at mhfestival.com/70stories.

Moving Minds 

Held in partnership with VOX Scotland, Moving Minds XI took place at 
Kelvingrove Art Gallery & Museum. Highlights included free open 
performances in the Main Hall by leading Scottish singer-songwriter 
Siobhan Wilson, performing songs from her recently released album, 
and Maryhill Integration Network, who organised a choir, as well as an 
international dance recital and fashion show. The event also provided a 
further chance for young people to see our Family Shorts film programme, 
first shown at the CCA earlier in the month, which attracted around 40 
people over two screenings. Finally, we hosted an exhibition of photography 
from the Wellbeing Of the Woods (WOW) project, provided in partership 
with Scottish Forestry and Open Aye. 

The day-long event also featured creative activities for families and young 
people based around the theme of Connected. These involved creating 
a collaborative artwork in the form of a puzzle and a map highlighting 
international links in the audience. Mental health charities and organisations, 
including VOX Scotland, See Me, GAMH, Future Pathways and Mental 
Health Network Greater Glasgow & Clyde, also provided stalls, hosting 
creative activities, henna and information about their services.

Bookmark design by artist Josie Valelly for 
SMHAF Writing Awards and 70 Stories project

Siobhan Wilson performing at Moving MindsMaryhill Integration Network performing at 
Moving Minds

http://www.mhfestival.com/70stories
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REGIONAL PROGRAMMES

Introduction

Co-ordinated programmes took place in 11 regions across Scotland, with 
further one-off events featured in other areas. Programmes were developed 
by regional planning teams, comprised of diverse groups of artists, activists, 
health services and local authorities. This model meant that events were 
developed with the direct participation of communities across 
Scotland, ensuring that local programmes resonated with their audiences. 
In many cases, SMHAF provides an impetus for creative activities 
taking place throughout the year, enhancing work being done by charities 
and local authorities to support people experiencing mental health issues. 

New partners this year included Bearsden Festival, which curated an 
entire programme of mental health themed events as part of SMHAF, as 
well as new regional planning groups led by NHS Borders and Angus 
Voice, an organisation led by and working for people with experience 
accessing mental health services. The festival in Lanarkshire took a new 
approach this year, developing work directly with local high schools. It 
aimed to raise awareness about mental health among pupils and featured 
a series of events showcasing creative work to pupils, staff, parents and 
invited members of the community. 

Programme Highlights

Highlights from the regional programme included a series of events by 
Glasgow-based visual artist Emily Furneaux, based around her own 
experiences of psychosis. A participatory artwork in the form of an audio 
tour, She Stepped Backwards in Front of the Words Behind Her took 
audiences on an immersive tour through Glasgow, following an illustrated 
map and listening to Furneaux’s story. Her contribution to SMHAF also 
included performative tours on the exhibition's final day, a workshop with 
people from CAPS Independent Advocacy who have experience of 
psychosis, and an artist’s talk exploring Mental Health Within Creative 
Practice.

In Ayrshire, Doing It Our Way brought together the voices of North Ayrshire 
and Arran’s mental health community in a unique participatory theatre 
production. The Involved! Group, working with established theatre-makers 
Mariem Omari and Mark Jeary, developed a new work based around the 
stories of people within the community, who performed them publicly at 
the Harbour Arts Centre, Irvine. Using innovative techniques to support 
participants, it was a powerful piece of theatre that resonated strongly with 
audience members, and the project is also being recorded through a short 
film made by Emma Davie.

Regional Programmes
Angus

Ayrshire
The Borders

East Dunbartonshire
Edinburgh & Lothian

Fife
Glasgow 

Highlands & Islands 
Lanarkshire

Moray
Renfrewshire

“Brilliant production. 
Very humbling to 
hear honesty and 
see connection with 
audience.”

“The performance was 
amazing. It has taught 
me something that will 
help me through my 
own journey.” 

– Audience Feedback, 
Doing It Our Way

She Stepped Backwards in Front of the Words 
Behind Her. Image: Emily Furneaux

https://www.mhfestival.com/news/15-interview/494-emily-furneaux-q-and-a
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Further performance highlights included the sold out premiere of Viola, 
a new solo aerial work by Scottish director and soprano Charlotte 
McKechnie, reimagining Shakespeare’s play in an exploration of identity, 
belonging and gender. The House That Melts with the Rain offered 
a first public reading of a new play by Jennifer Adam about a woman 
who refuses to leave her home despite it disintegrating around her. Also 
featured in the SMHAF programme were dates for In the Ink Dark, created 
by Luke Pell, exploring people’s experience of loss, and comedian Angela 
Barnes’s new show Rose Tinted, combining stand-up and storytelling. A 
highlight from the Moray programme, None for the Road was a poignant 
and comical production based on a true story about two people’s journey 
towards sobriety. 

SMHAF also featured work by several See Me Community Champions, 
using the festival as an opportunity to develop artistic work and curatorial 
experience. All, Entire, Whole, an exhibition at New Glasgow Society, was 
developed by first-time curator Sean McGugan and featured work by 
established artists and community arts organisations. Artist Abi Pirani 
performed her affecting work-in-progress TRACE, which uses puppetry to 
explore the impact of adverse childhood experiences on our mental health. 
Davey Shields hosted a series of episodes on his established podcast 
MenTalkHealth, featuring interviews with artists featured at the festival, 
while See Me Community Champions also participated in and led further 
events across the country. 

As always, SMHAF 2019 provided an important platform for a diverse range 
of events designed to connect communities and showcase local artistic 
talent. These included Bearsden Festival: Opening Night, featuring art, 
food and music, which was attended by 250 people. The annual Highland 
Gathering included performances, creative activities and presentations by 
organisations involved in the Highland festival. It culminated in a work-in-
progress dance performance of In the Light of the Moon, choreographed 
by Laura Johnston-Scott, which explores how mental ill health affects 
our connections with ourselves and others. The festival launch event in 
Renfrewshire, Get Connected, marked the opening of the collaborative 
Mindspace exhibition, displaying work by local artists and art groups, 
alongside performances by The Well Happy Band and Buddy Beat. In 
the Borders, RISE Showcase and Inspiring Life provided a platform for 

“This is my first year of the festival and I thoroughly enjoyed the events I 
went to…It's great that these are free and easy to access for local people 
- I've never seen anything like this when I lived elsewhere…I found that it 
genuinely did spark conversations about mental health - often between 
strangers and some I spoke to had never considered the importance of 
mental wellbeing before.” 

– Audience Member, Bearsden Festival

“I think the most 
difficult stigma to 
overcome is self-
stigma and self-
realisation, but art can 
create a connection to 
something that breaks 
this down and gives 
us an opportunity to 
tell difficult stories. 
It empowers. The 
exhibition aims to 
enable visitors to 
understand themselves 
and others. The artists 
involved have a range of 
lived experiences with 
mental health and just 
hearing their stories, 
with their work, has 
been a really positive 
experience for me.” 

– Sean McGugan, 
Curator, All, Entire, 
Whole, Interview in 
Evening Times

Viola. Image: Charlotte McKechnie

“SMHAF reminds me 
what support and 
resources there are 
to help keep me well. 
Every year more 
and more Highland 
organisations are 
getting involved which 
is brilliant. Well done to 
all involved in making 
this happen"

– Audience Member, 
SMHAF Highlands

https://www.mhfestival.com/news/22-talking-heads/520-turning-upside-down-with-viola
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“What we have here are some beginnings of some unique 
and robust collaborations – a year ago we didn’t have that. 
We need to look at how we can take this work forward 
on a more secure footing and take it to other parts of the 
Borders. It has catalysed a lot of interest in NHS Borders.” 

– Allyson McCollam, Associate Director of Public 
Health, NHS Borders

local arts and mental health work at Heart of Hawick and Eastgate Theatre 
& Arts Centre, while Song Wave involved local music groups, ranging from 
church choirs to school groups, in recording their own versions of a specially 
commissioned song in memory of Scott Hutchison.

Building on an inaugural programme during our Beginnings-themed SMHAF 
2018, young people working with Create Paisley developed a youth-
curated strand at Paisley Arts Centre, with a weekend of film, music, theatre 
and workshops. Events included a film competition, including an awards 
ceremony and celebration, and Avalanche, a new devised performance 
from PACE Young Rep Company exploring the mental health crisis facing 
young people. Women’s Open Mic, a new addition to the programme in 
Aberdeen, offered a free, inclusive and family-friendly event for female and 
non-binary performers, featuring spoken word, music and comedy.

Participatory storytelling event Real Talk also returned to the Scottish 
Storytelling Centre for another year, with speakers sharing crafted 
stories about depression, recovery, isolation and navigating cross-cultural 
expectations. Cyrenians also participated in SMHAF for the first time, 
hosting Meet Your Emotional Homunculus workshops in community 
gardens in Edinburgh, an exhibition at HMP Addiewell Visitor Centre, and 
Disconnected, an exhibition of Patrick Keast’s photography exploring 
homelessness and recovery.

Further visual arts highlights included FEELS: Break Free, Experience, 
Connect, a student-led exhibition and workshop series at Edinburgh Palette, 
aimed at fostering conversation and developing dialogue around emotional 
wellbeing. Connect to the Moment, an annual exhibition and performance 
event at Leverndale Hospital, enabled patients to showcase the creative 
work they have produced throughout the year. A Celebration of Creativity 
and Connected, touring exhibitions in Angus and the Highlands respectively, 
provided opportunities for people based in different areas to view local 
artwork exploring mental health. Both exhibitions were extensive in scope, 
attracting audiences to both arts and community venues. Likewise, Roads 
to Success provided an opportunity for Fife-based artists and writers with 
experience of mental health issues to showcase their work.

“Many of us have suffered 
mental health problems 
and agree that singing 
in a choir has helped us 
to overcome the dark 
times…Various members 
of our group have been...
affected by suicide…
We feel privileged to 
take part today and as 
well as remembering 
Scott [Hutchison] and 
his family, [we hope] it 
may help and support 
others with mental health 
problems.” 

– Participant, Song Wave

“As I have struggled with depression and anxiety, the Women's Open Mic provided me 
with a sanctuary to express myself through the arts.  A warm, welcoming and supportive 
atmosphere really put me at ease to have the courage to perform on the night.” 

– Volunteer and MC, Women’s Open Mic

Mindspace, Renfrewshire

Women's Open Mic, Aberndeen

https://www.mhfestival.com/news/22-talking-heads/540-feels-humanity-connected-through-emotions
https://www.mhfestival.com/news/22-talking-heads/540-feels-humanity-connected-through-emotions
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Press & Media Coverage 

Media coverage for SMHAF 2019 was strong, with substantial features 
published in the Scottish media, including in The Scotsman, The National, 
The List, The Skinny and The Evening Times. These included previews 
of the festival as a whole, as well as in-depth pieces exploring how the 
theatre industry can better support artists experiencing mental health 
issues, and how the festival challenges preconceived ideas about mental 
health. SMHAF Associate Artist Emma Jayne Park also appeared on BBC 
Radio Scotland’s Something for the Weekend, in an interview focused 
on the performance programme.  

SMHAF also received significant media coverage through its film programme. 
The festival was featured in media pieces about the release of Final Ascent: 
The Legend of Hamish MacInnes in cinemas across Scotland, including on 
the BBC website. The winner of the Grand Jury Prize at the International 
Film Awards, Tim Mercier, was interviewed by STV News, speaking about 
his experiences with trauma, counselling and documenting his feelings 
about the past through his film Model Childhood. There was also a major 
feature in Scotland on Sunday on how the festival explored the impact of 
suicide on families and communities through its award-winning films, tying 
in with research being carried out by the Mental Health Foundation. 

There was widespread engagement from the local and industry press with 
regional festival programmes, including previews of SMHAF in Bearsden, 
the Highlands and the Borders. Coverage in the Highlands also focused 
on successful events, such as the Walk a Mile event across Skye Bridge, 
which attracted around 200 people. Representatives from the core SMHAF 
team and regional planning teams gave interviews on local radio stations, 
including Pulse FM and Paisley FM. 

MenTalkHealth, an established podcast which aims to get men talking 
about their own mental health, also produced three special episodes to 
showcase events happening at SMHAF. Covering three different artforms – 
film, theatre and visual arts – these episodes featured extended discussions 
with Tim Mercier; Electrolye's writer-director and lead actor Ben Meteyard 
and Olivia Sweeney; and Sean McGugan and Andrew Henderson, curator 
and sculptor from the exhibition All, Entire, Whole. 

FESTIVAL REACH & ENGAGEMENT

“We need to build more 
ways to make work 
and support artists. 
We need to recognise 
that mental health is 
complex and therefore 
our ecology needs to 
be diverse enough to 
support that.” 

– Ross MacKey, 
Interview in The 
Skinny

“If we can show each 
other support in events 
like this, then it breaks 
down a lot of the 
stigma’s and shows that 
we are all connected. 
There doesn’t need to 
be any stigmas with 
mental health.”

– Sarah Berry, Tutor at 
RagTag, Isle of Skye, 
Interview in The Press 
and Journal

https://film.list.co.uk/article/107742-scottish-mental-health-arts-festival-2019-a-celebration-of-connectivity-and-community/
https://film.list.co.uk/article/107742-scottish-mental-health-arts-festival-2019-a-celebration-of-connectivity-and-community/
https://www.theskinny.co.uk/theatre/interviews/theatre-scottish-mental-health-arts-festival
https://www.theskinny.co.uk/theatre/interviews/theatre-scottish-mental-health-arts-festival
https://www.list.co.uk/article/108190-andrew-eaton-lewis-talking-about-mental-health-is-an-important-part-of-processing-it-and-realising-that-youre-not-alone/
https://www.list.co.uk/article/108190-andrew-eaton-lewis-talking-about-mental-health-is-an-important-part-of-processing-it-and-realising-that-youre-not-alone/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-highlands-islands-48132902
https://stv.tv/news/entertainment/1437881-victim-of-child-sex-abuse-tackles-trauma-in-new-film/
https://www.scotsman.com/arts-and-culture/film-and-tv/scottish-mental-health-arts-festival-to-address-suicide-through-award-winning-films-1-4919476
https://www.milngavieherald.co.uk/lifestyle/bearsden-festival-programme-will-inform-inspire-and-ingite-1-4901705
https://www.inverness-courier.co.uk/news/festival-will-focus-on-mental-health-177551/
http://www.nhsborders.scot.nhs.uk/patients-and-visitors/latest-news/2019/april/23/borders-programme-revealed-for-scottish-mental-health-arts-festival/
https://www.pressandjournal.co.uk/fp/news/highlands/1746868/skye-residents-march-to-raise-awareness-of-mental-health/
http://mentalkhealth.uk/podcasts/
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Online Engagement 

The Scottish Mental Health Arts Festival reaches an extensive online 
audience through its dedicated website, mhfestival.com, and social media 
channels. In the months of April and May, there were over 16,000 sessions 
created on the SMHAF website with over 37,000 pageviews, engaging over 
11,000 unique users. This represented an increase of 25%-30% on last year 
across the various metrics. The website achieved peak audiences during 
the online programme launch on Thursday 4 April and the opening day 
on Friday 3 May, highlighting the importance of these two events to raise 
awareness about the festival. 

Online marketing reflected the Connected theme in various ways. It sought 
to promote the activities taking place across the country, using Q&As with 
regional co-ordinators and participating artists to highlight both high profile 
events and those that might otherwise have gone under the radar. These 
included interviews with regional co-ordinators in Edinburgh & Lothian, the 
Highlands, Angus and the Borders, as well as other figures connected with 
SMHAF such as Matt Addicott, Community Engagement Programme Lead 
at Platform, and Brian Reid, who has been involved with the festival through 
his work at Leverndale Hospital since the very first year. 

The Scottish Mental Health Arts Festival Facebook page reached 9,519 page 
likes by the end of the festival, receiving 403 new likes during April and May, 
an increase of 4.4%. Reflecting the the website data, the largest increases 
in new likes occurred during the festival’s online programme launch and 
opening day. In total, Facebook posts had a reach over the same two-month 
period of around 173,875, an increase of around 15,000 on 2018. 

During April and May, the @MH_Arts Twitter account reached 5,769 followers, 
gaining 221 new followers, an increase of 4%. The Tweet that generated the 
most engagement was one promoting the festival’s programme launch, 
which reached 15,400 accounts and received 107 direct engagements. 
The most popular mentions came from filmmakers Dan Castro and Kirsty 
Strain, receiving 364 and 301 engagements respectively. The most popular 
media shared through Twitter was a graphic promoting the Writing Awards. 
During April and May, 294,500 impressions in total were recorded for the 
festival’s account, an increase of 21% on impressions achieved in 2018.

The SMHAF 2019 trailer was viewed around 7,500 times across all 
platforms, including Facebook and Vimeo. The festival’s Instagram profile, 
@mhfestival, grew to 1,374 followers by the end of the festival, an increase 
of 500 from the end of SMHAF 2018. This channel saw significant growth 
in engagement by participating artists and organisations in all areas of the 
country. 

Regular SMHAF contributor Brian Reid at the 
International Film Awards. Image: Ingrid Mur

Still from the SMHAF 2019 trailer

http://mhfestival.com
https://www.mhfestival.com/news/489-smhaf-2019-in-edinburgh-lothian-q-a-with-cat-young
https://www.mhfestival.com/news/535-smhaf-2019-in-the-highlands-q-a-with-keith-walker
https://www.mhfestival.com/news/15-interview/486-smhaf-2019-in-angus-q-a-with-sheila-newcombe
https://www.mhfestival.com/news/479-smhaf19-in-the-borders-q-a-with-steph-karen
https://www.mhfestival.com/news/488-smhaf-2019-in-glasgow-q-a-with-matt-addicott
https://www.mhfestival.com/news/15-interview/522-connect-to-the-moment-q-a-with-brian-reid
https://www.facebook.com/mentalhealtharts/
https://twitter.com/mh_arts
https://vimeo.com/327920106
http://instagram.com/mhfestival
https://vimeo.com/327920106
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Talking Heads Project

The Talking Heads project is an important source of engagement for 
SMHAF. Running since 2012, it provides an opportunity for people with lived 
experience of mental health issues to engage with the arts, gain skills in 
writing and multimedia journalism, connect with artists and mental health 
organisations, and produce creative responses to festival events. This year’s 
project took place in partnership with See Me, placing a greater emphasis 
on using critical and creative writing to challenge mental health stigma and 
discrimination. 

15 volunteers were recruited to participate in the Talking Heads project. It 
launched with a training day, which introduced volunteers to the project and 
featured workshops from industry experts. Podcaster Halina Rifai (Podcart, 
The Respite Room) facilitated a workshop on establishing a podcast, and 
renowned theatre critic Mark Fisher (The Guardian, The List) led a session 
on arts criticism, based around his book How to Write About Theatre. See 
Me also led an anti-stigma and discrimination workshop, providing helpful 
advice and toolkits on using appropriate language and acting responsibly 
when speaking and writing about mental health in the public sphere. 

Volunteers were invited to submit proposals for pieces they wanted to 
produce and supported by the festival team as they developed each 
one into a finished piece. Notable submissions included both filmed and 
written interviews with Robbie Fraser, director of Final Ascent, a review 
of Electrolyte, personal features exploring connection and disconnection, 
and a photo essay based on the LGBT Wellbeing Collective’s exhibition 
Belonging. One volunteer also had the opportunity to attend a rehearsal 
for aerial performance Viola, while another used the platform to produce 
the first episode in a mental health themed podcast series titled Being 
on the Inside. All 27 Talking Heads pieces were published through the 
SMHAF website and shared on social media channels. By the end of May, 
they had received 7,500 website hits and been engaged with widely on 
social media.

Volunteers have been very positive about their participation in the project. 
Themes emerging from feedback include increased confidence in writing, 
valuing the opportunities to develop new skills, such as interviewing and 
podcasting, and creatively engage with arts events that they would not 
otherwise have had chance to participate in. Volunteers who experienced 
mental health issues during the project valued the support provided by the 
team and the opportunity to see tangible achievements arising from their 
experiences.

“I wanted to challenge 
myself creatively and 
my social anxiety.  I 
thought it would be a 
good opportunity to 
use my writing skills 
and the fact that it 
was for people with 
lived experience of 
mental health issues, 
I felt it was a perfect 
opportunity." 

– Talking Heads 
Volunteer

“The artists I met 
seemed happy to 
discuss their own 
mental health in terms 
of their art project with 
someone considered 
non-judgmental and 
empathetic. My own 
family enjoyed hearing 
about the project and 
talking openly about 
mental health in that 
context."

– Talking Heads 
Volunteer

Image from a photo essay by a Talking 
Heads volunteer based on LGBT Wellbeing 
Collective's Belonging exhibition.  Image: Amy 
Ortiz.

https://www.mhfestival.com/news/22-talking-heads/549-video-interview-robbie-fraser-on-final-ascent
https://www.mhfestival.com/news/22-talking-heads/536-talking-heads-interview-with-robbie-fraser
https://www.mhfestival.com/news/22-talking-heads/521-talking-heads-electrolyte-review
https://www.mhfestival.com/news/22-talking-heads/521-talking-heads-electrolyte-review
https://www.mhfestival.com/news/22-talking-heads/491-connecting-the-dots
https://www.mhfestival.com/news/22-talking-heads/523-talking-heads-disconnected
https://www.mhfestival.com/news/22-talking-heads/544-photo-essay-belonging-by-lgbt-wellbeing-collective
https://www.mhfestival.com/news/22-talking-heads/520-turning-upside-down-with-viola
https://www.mhfestival.com/news/22-talking-heads/546-podcast-body-talk
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Volunteer Engagement

The festival also engaged 13 volunteers to support the team at events, 
notably during the International Film Programme at the CCA, Glasgow 
Film Theatre and Flourish House. Volunteers were recruited through the 
festival website and were a diverse group from a range of backgrounds, 
many with lived experience of mental ill health. The festival also engages 
countless volunteers across the country, who have the opportunity to make 
important contributions to a nationwide arts festival, building connections 
and developing skills in curating and hosting arts events.

SMHAF 2020: PERSPECTIVES

The next Scottish Mental Health Arts Festival will take place from 4-24 
May 2020. The theme will be Perspectives and regional co-ordinators 
and planning teams across the country are beginning to develop projects 
through which they can explore this. The festival will continue to coincide 
with Mental Health Awareness Week, hosted by the Mental Health 
Foundation, as this has helped to connect with a host of other activities that 
take place at this time each year.

The national team will be planning for SMHAF 2020 throughout the summer 
and would love to hear from artists of all disciplines who are developing 
mental health themed work that could be showcased next year. We are also 
seeking to develop new partnerships across the arts and mental health and 
would welcome opportunities to discuss ways of working collaboratively 
with other organisations. Please get in touch to discuss any proposals using 
the contact details below. 

Key Contacts

Andrew Eaton-Lewis, Arts Lead
aeaton-lewis@mentalhealth.org.uk 

Rob Dickie, Festival Manager (Maternity Cover)
rdickie@mentalhealth.org.uk

Gail Aldam, Festival Manager (Maternity Leave)
galdam@mentalhealth.org.uk

SMHAF event volunteers. Images: Ingrid Mur



SMHAF 2019 was led by the Mental Health Foundation 
in association with national partners:


